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Across the nation, cities are beset by angry allegations that police officers are abusive and out of control.1 Communities are torn apart by allegations of racial profiling or “driving while black” traffic stops.2 The video images of Rodney King being beaten by Los Angeles Police Department officers are recycled and rebroadcast each time a police officer in another city is caught on tape using force to restrain or arrest a suspect. Such allegations and incidents of police misconduct have fostered community mistrust of police officers.

Furthering this mistrust is police departments’ routine refusal to make available for public inspection the records of internal investigations into alleged wrongdoing.3 In fending off the public’s requests to access internal affairs reports, police departments most frequently invoke two bases upon which the denials of access are premised: (1) the privacy rights of the officers involved, and (2) the deliberative process privilege attached to predecisional records recommending a policy or course of action (i.e., what, if any, disciplinary sanction to impose).

The atmosphere of mistrust can only be improved by bringing greater transparency and accountability to police departments. This article presents the argument (and supporting case law) in favor of greater public access, under states’ open records laws, to records of internal affairs investigations into alleged police misconduct.4 Public access would help assure citizens that their complaints are taken seriously, investigated thoroughly in an unbiased fashion, and that officers who are found to have violated departmental policies are appropriately sanctioned.

More specifically, this article explains why neither of the two bases most frequently asserted as the grounds for denying access to such records is justified. Although police officers may have a legitimate privacy interest in certain narrowly circumscribed portions of files concerning their off-duty, private conduct, they do not enjoy a reasonable expectation of privacy with respect to records concerning only how they discharge their official duties. Similarly, although a small subset of documents in an internal affairs file may properly be withheld under the deliberative process privilege, that privilege does not encompass the results of the investigation, such as documents reflecting whether charges were sustained and whether any discipline was imposed; nor does the deliberative process privilege properly apply to witness or officer statements recounting the events under investigation. Finally, weighing strongly against both of these objections to disclosure is the countervailing and compelling public interest in providing the public with the means to assess the propriety, thoroughness, and impartiality of the investigation into allegations of officer misconduct.

Statutory Bases for Disclosure

All fifty states have some type of open records law.5 The preamble or preface to many of these statutes explicitly recognize the democratic purpose of providing public access to governmental records. For instance, the New York Records Act declares thus:

The legislature hereby finds that a free society is maintained when government is responsive and responsible to the public, and when the public is aware of governmental actions. . . . The people’s right to know the process of governmental decision-making and to review the documents and statistics leading to determinations is basic to our society. . . . The legislature therefore declares that government is the public’s business and that the public, individually and collectively and represented by a free press, should have access to the records of government.6

State legislators in Hawaii and Illinois, among other states, chose to preface their open records laws with similar language.7

In asserting that open records statutes are a critical tool for providing access to government information, state legislators have not neglected to recognize privacy rights. For example, California’s law declares, “In enacting this chapter, the Legislature, mindful of the right of individuals to privacy, finds and declares that access to information concerning the conduct of the people’s business is a fundamental and necessary right of every person in this state.”8 In Montana, both the right to examine documents and the right to privacy are constitutional provisions.9

Most states’ open records statutes resolve the tension between the need for free access to information and personal privacy rights by creating an explicit statutory exemption for records that would violate a privacy right.10 However, by statute or precedent, these exceptions are narrowly construed.11 In fact, several states’ legislatures (and courts) have recognized that public officials enjoy no legitimate expectation of privacy with regard to the manner in which they discharge their official duties. In Illinois, “the disclosure of information that bears on the public duties of public employees and officials shall not be considered an invasion of personal privacy” for the purposes of the state Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) privacy exemption.12 Similarly, Hawaii’s Open Records Act allows for publication of specific information related to “employment misconduct that results in an employee’s suspension or discharge,” including the nature of the conduct, a summary of the allegations of misconduct, and any formal disciplinary action taken.13

With regard to police files, some states have asserted that such files, like files of other public officials, do not warrant a special privacy exemption.14
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Tennessee’s open records law, for example, declares that all law enforcement personnel records are open for inspection, although the law does require that the party requesting information identify itself and that notice be given to the police officer in question.\(^1\)

Other states’ open records laws, in contrast, expressly exclude police internal misconduct reports from a more general rule permitting publication of information about discharge of official duties. The Hawaii statute, for instance, exempts police officers’ files from its provision requiring release of employment misconduct information.\(^2\)

In addition to privacy exemptions, most state statutes follow FOIA by including an exemption for investigatory records. (In some instances, these investigatory records must be made available when the investigation is complete or inactive.)\(^3\) Police departments most frequently base their decision to withhold internal affairs files on the general privacy, investigatory records, personnel file,\(^4\) or privileged information exemptions.

**Right of Privacy: Martinelli Test**

In states that do not provide an express exemption from disclosure of police internal affairs investigation files, the battle over access is most often waged under a more general assertion by police officers of a constitutionally based right of privacy that would be violated by public release of governmental information about the officers.\(^5\)

Perhaps the most clearly articulated ruling regarding this issue is found in the Colorado Supreme Court’s seminal opinion on this topic in *Martinelli v. District Court.*\(^6\)

In *Martinelli,* an individual who had been arrested by several Denver police officers brought an action in state court alleging assault and battery; false arrest and malicious prosecution; violation of his rights under the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, Tenth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution; conspiracy among the defendants; and negligence on the part of the City and County of Denver and its police department in selecting, supervising, and retaining the individual police officers.\(^7\)

In the civil litigation, the plaintiff served a request for production of documents, including a report of the Denver Police Department’s internal affairs investigation into the events leading up to and including the plaintiff’s arrest on July 15, 1976. When the Denver District Court judge granted the plaintiff’s motion to compel production of that report (as well as other personnel files and job-related records of the officers in question), the police officer defendants filed an original proceeding with the Colorado Supreme Court seeking to preclude such discovery on the grounds that compelled disclosure of the internal affairs investigation file would violate the officers’ constitutional right of privacy.\(^8\)

The Colorado Supreme Court announced a tripartite test for determining when an individual’s privacy interests should outweigh the public interest in access to governmental records. Under *Martinelli,* the court must determine (1) whether there is a legitimate expectation that the materials or information will not be disclosed, (2) whether disclosure is nonetheless required to serve a compelling state interest, and (3) if the necessary disclosure will occur in the least-intrusive manner with respect to confidentiality rights.\(^9\)

The first step of the *Martinelli* test requires closer inquiry, for it is under this threshold standard that the officers’ claim for privacy rights fails. To establish a “legitimate expectation” that information will not be disclosed, a police agency or officer must show three necessary preconditions: (1) that there exists “an actual or subjective expectation that the information . . . [will] not be disclosed,” (2) that the requested material is both “highly personal and sensitive,” and (3) that disclosure of the information would be “offensive and objectionable to a reasonable person of ordinary sensibilities.”\(^10\)

Only if all three of these preconditions are satisfied does the information at issue become subject to a constitutionally based right of confidentiality or privacy, against which other rights may then be balanced.\(^11\) Thus, unless the information is of a “highly personal and sensitive” nature such that its public disclosure “would be offensive and objectionable to a reasonable person,” the disclosure of such information cannot, as a matter of law, constitute a violation of a person’s constitutional right to privacy.\(^12\)

**Martinelli Applied**

In applying this test, courts (in Colorado and elsewhere) have almost uniformly found that information regarding the official conduct of a police officer is not highly personal and sensitive and, thus, is not protected from disclosure under the first prong of the *Martinelli* test.

The specific instance of this rule, applied in the context of police officers’ discharge of their official duties, is but one manifestation of a much broader and well-recognized rule of law: “A public official has no right to privacy as to the manner in which he conducts his office.”\(^13\) Kentucky’s attorney general has opined that “disciplinary action taken against a public employee is a matter related to his job performance and a matter about which the public has a right to know.”\(^14\)

Public service is a public trust. When public employees have been disciplined for matters related to the performance of their employment . . . the public has a right to know about the employee’s misconduct and any resulting disciplinary action taken against the employee.\(^15\)

It is entirely appropriate that this more general rule of law be applied with full force to gun-carrying police officers:

Police officers are public servants sworn to serve and protect the general public. The general public’s health and safety are at issue whenever there is serious allegations of police misconduct. The manner in which such allegations are investigated is a matter of significant public interest.

Privacy interests are diminished when the party seeking protection is a public person subject to legitimate public scrutiny. . . . Performance of police duties and investigations of their performance is a matter of great public importance.\(^16\)

Accordingly, in *Stidham v. Peace Officers Standards & Training,* the Tenth Circuit found that “police internal investigation files are not protected by the right to privacy when the documents relate[] simply to the officers’ work as police officers.” Similarly, a federal district court judge in Utah found that a police officer who was subject to suspension and reprimand for on-duty conduct did not have “a legitimate expectation of privacy” because the disclosed information was “not of a highly personal and sensitive nature.”\(^17\)
Recently, the South Carolina Court of Appeals expressly rejected an attempt by a sheriff’s deputies to invoke a constitutional right of privacy with respect to an internal investigation into their discharge of official duties, which was found to constitute “conduct unbecoming an officer,” resulting in suspension without pay:

Unless and until the Supreme Court rules otherwise, we will follow its precedent and not expand the “right of privacy” under the Fourteenth Amendment beyond those situations which the Court has ruled barred on the most intimate decisions affecting personal autonomy.36

“[I]ndividual expectations of confidentiality must arise from the personal quality of any materials which the state possesses,”37 but information concerning only the official conduct of government officials cannot, as a matter of law, be deemed “personal, private or sensitive”; thus, police officers cannot have a legitimate expectation of privacy in internal investigation materials that relate exclusively to their official conduct.38 Accordingly, information in internal affairs files that relate only to the discharge of a police officer’s official duties should not be shielded from public inspection on the basis of the officer’s constitutionally protected right of privacy in such information.

Deliberative Process Privilege Limits

Another frequently cited ground for denying public access to internal affairs investigation files available for public inspection is the deliberative process privilege. Rooted in both the common law and in statutory codifications, this privilege allows a litigant to withhold “predecisional” and “deliberative” materials that express an opinion or recommendation for governmental decision makers to consider in formulating government policy.39

Understandably, police departments wish to induce candid and honest feedback and input when investigating possible wrongdoing among their ranks. To do so, they proclaim, requires that all, or practically all, of the information gathered and assessed by the investigators for consideration by departmental decision makers be shielded from public scrutiny, lest those providing statements and filling in reports be chilled in answering questions fully and frankly.

Courts have recognized that portions of internal affairs investigation files are properly classified as deliberative process materials.40 The problem is that police departments often assert the deliberative process privilege in an overbroad fashion, claiming that the privilege extends to any and all information gathered or considered in the course of conducting the investigation. Clearly, by definition, the deliberative process privilege cannot extend to postdecisional records that report or document the outcome of an internal affairs investigation, whether or not the allegations against the officers were sustained.41 Similarly, records that document the official actions taken by the department in response to the findings, i.e., the decision to impose disciplinary sanctions and the level of sanction imposed, do not fit within the deliberative process category but are instead a statement of departmental policy.39

Courts should also take a skeptical view of the assertion, frequently invoked by police agencies, that even the bare collections of facts and eyewitness statements giving rise to an investigation are properly shielded from public view as deliberative process materials.42 A number of courts have questioned the unsupported assertion that subjecting such witness statements (whether from civilians or uniformed officers) to public disclosure will necessarily inhibit, or chill, the full, frank, and accurate recounting of recollections or observations of key events.43 “[T]he proposition,” said one court, “that knowledge on the part of individual police officers that the information they provide to [internal affairs] investigators will later be subject to disclosure . . . will have a detrimental effect on frank and open communication . . . should be subject to careful scrutiny.”44 Another court noted that “the alternative . . . [i.e.] some possibility of disclosure” could more likely incite candor:44

[In short, officers will feel pressure to be honest and logical when they know their statements and their work product will be subject to demanding analysis by people with knowledge of the events under investigation and considerable incentive to make sure the truth comes out. . . . Thus there is a real possibility that officers working in closed systems will feel less pressure to be honest than officers who know that they may be forced to defend what they say and report.44

Documents do not have to involve results of an investigation, actions taken, or eyewitness accounts in order to be subject to disclosure. Even documents that are properly characterized as predecisional and deliberative or recommendatory in nature may still be subject to disclosure if they are expressly referenced as the basis for the department’s disciplinary action.46

Properly cabined to its policy rationale of encouraging frank and candid expression of opinions and proposals or recommendations of particular actions to policymakers, the deliberative process privilege should be limited only to those documents in an internal affairs file containing “recommendations, advisory opinions, draft documents, proposals, suggestions, and other subjective documents that reflect the personal opinions of the writer.”42

Countervailing Public Interest

Even when courts do recognize a police officer’s privacy interests in internal affairs files or the deliberative nature of certain records generated in the course of an internal affairs investigation, those interests must be balanced against the public’s interest in being able to review the requested files. “[T]he general public’s health and safety are at issue whenever there are serious allegations of police [misconduct]. The manner in which such allegations are investigated is a matter of significant public interest.”47 For example, in Wiggins v. Burge,48 a group of Chicago newspapers petitioned the court for access to investigative records used in a case involving allegations of police torture. The court found that the officers’ privacy interest in such files was outweighed by the “great public importance” of investigation into performance of police duties.49

The strength of this public interest argument is echoed throughout the case law. The Montana Supreme Court stated that “[t]he conduct of our law enforcement officers is a sensitive matter so that if they engage in conduct resulting in discipline for misconduct in the line of duty, the public should know.”50 In Minnesota, the state supreme court found that “[t]here is a compelling need for public accountability, particularly with law enforcement agencies.”51 Public interest in police misconduct is so strong that courts have released records even after the individual involved has resigned.52

Public interest in monitoring the conduct of its government servants in general, and police officers in particular, extends beyond the ability to assess the
actual conduct of on-duty officers;\footnote{57} it is equally important for the public to be assured that the investigations into allegations of abuse or other misconduct are themselves above reproach.\footnote{58} As one federal judge stated eloquently, "[t]he public has a strong interest in assessing the truthfulness of allegations of official misconduct, and whether agencies that are responsible for investigating and adjudicating complaints of misconduct have acted properly and wisely."\footnote{59} Another court noted that "the public may have an interest in knowing that a government investigation itself is comprehensive, the report of an investigation released publicly is accurate, any disciplinary measures imposed are adequate, and those who are accountable are dealt with in an appropriate manner."\footnote{60}

The need for public scrutiny of police internal affairs files as a means of instilling confidence in the integrity of agencies’ self-regulatory\footnote{61} is particularly acute in communities where police-community relations have been strained by a series of scandals, citizen shootings, allegations of excessive use of force, and/or racial insensitivity.\footnote{62} In Chicago, a city plagued by police violence and a series of civil rights lawsuits alleging abusive conduct, a federal judge recently ordered that public access be provided to an internal affairs investigation of police brutality, proclaiming that

\[\text{[t]he allegations of police misconduct contained in the disputed files must be exposed to the light of human conscience and the air of natural opinion.} \]

...[t]he only way to end this syndrome [of taxpayer-funded settlements of misconduct] is to evaluate and reevaluate past practices. ... Some of these issues require public debate and appropriate media scrutiny.\footnote{63}

Public review of police internal affairs files may well be a prerequisite to fostering strong community relations that are necessary for effective law enforcement. As one California appellate panel stated,\footnote{64}

...[t]he attitude of the public toward the police discipline system that will determine the effectiveness of the system as an element of police-community relations. A system can be theoretically sound and objective in practice but if it is not respected by the public, cooperation between the police and the public can suffer.\footnote{65}

Recently, the Massachusetts Court of Appeals eloquently articulated the vital role that public access to police internal affairs files plays in maintaining the public’s trust:

Unlike other evaluations and assessments, the internal affairs process exists specifically to address complaints of police corruption (theft, bribery, acceptance of gratuities), misconduct (verbal and physical abuse, unlawful arrest, harassment), and other criminal acts that would undermine the relationship of trust and confidence between the police and the citizenry that is essential to law enforcement. The internal affairs procedure fosters the public’s trust and confidence in the integrity of the police department, its employees, and its processes for investigating complaints because the department has the integrity to discipline itself. A citizenry’s full and fair assessment of a police department’s internal investigation of its officer’s actions promotes the core value of trust between citizens and police essential to law enforcement and the protection of constitutional rights.\footnote{66}

In light of this, the court concluded, "[i]t would be odd, indeed, to shield from the light of public scrutiny . . . the workings and determinations of a process whose quintessential purpose is to inspire public confidence."\footnote{67}

Conclusion

Police departments often react in a knee-jerk manner in denying public access to records of internal investigations concerning allegations of officer misconduct. The most frequently asserted bases for withholding access to such records, i.e., officer privacy and the deliberative process privilege, are not appropriately invoked when used to shield from public scrutiny those records reflecting only the discharge of an officer’s official duties and those documenting the outcome of an investigation.

Weighing against state interests in protecting the reputation and morale of police officers who are subject to disciplinary sanctions for violating departmental policies is the much stronger public interest in being able to assess the thoroughness, impartiality, and correctness of the police departments’ investigations and conclusions and the propriety of any disciplinary actions taken in response. Providing public access to internal investigation files of police departments not only promotes public confidence in the ability of the police “to police themselves,” it also builds greater trust and mutual respect between the officers in uniform and the public whose interests they have sworn to serve.\footnote{68}
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Nominees for Forum Leadership Positions Announced

The Nominating Committee has nominated Richard Goehler of Frost Brown Todd, in Cincinnati, Ohio, for the position of chair-elect for the one-year term commencing August 2005.

The Nominating Committee has nominated the following persons to become members of the Governing Committee for the three-year terms also starting next August 2005:
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Atlanta, Georgia
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San Francisco, California
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New Orleans, Louisiana

Cory Ulrich
Belo Corp.
Dallas, Texas

The election will be held at the Forum’s Annual Meeting, on January 13, 2005, at 9:15 a.m., at the Boca Raton Resort & Club, Boca Raton, Florida, in conjunction with the Annual Conference.

The Nominating Committee is comprised of Kevin Goering of Coudert Brothers in New York, New York; Tom Kelley of Faegre & Benson in Denver, Colorado; and Kelli Sager of Davis Wright Tremaine in Los Angeles, California.